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Nome: 

Fomi\y Interview 

Direction,:; Interview on adult fom,ly member like mom, dod, aunt, uncle, or grondporent.s. Then, 
write their on.swer.s on the \ine.s below 

L How ici my childhood different from you!" childhood? 

2. What wo.s the .style when y ou were grow,ng up? 

Whot wo.s y our favorite toy or Vldeo game growing up? 

4. Whot trodit,on.s d;d you hove growing up? 

j Whet wo.s y our favorite .song when y ou were growing up? 

6 . Whet wo.s one of the cho\leng1n9 thing.s y ou hod when y ou were o kid? 

7. Whot was one of the me,st fun things y ou hod when were you o kid? 

8 Whot advice would y ou give me t oday7 



Name: Fiction: Compare & Contrast - Q3:6 Date: 
Highlight the details that help you answer this week's questions. 

The Tortoise and the Birds, a tale from India 

f Long ago in India, two geese lived on a lake. Their names were Sankata 
and Vitkata. Also living at the lake was a very talkative tortoise. The tortoise 
liked to talk and talk. He never listened to others. 

One year, there was a terrible drought. It didn't rain at all for many months. 
Without rain, the lake they lived on dried up. 

11 Alas, 11 Sankata said to Vitkata, 11 We must leave our home and find a new 
lake." 
2. 11 We must fly far away to find a place where the water has not dried up," 
said Vitkata. 

"Please, friends," cried the tortoise. "Let me come with you. My legs are 
short and slow. I'll never be able to walk to a faraway lake on my own." 
'3 The geese came up with a plan to carry the tortoise while they flew. 

"Here is how you can come with us," said Sankata. "I will hold one end of a 
stick with my feet. Vitkata will hold onto the other end. Then, you bite down on 
the middle, and that is how we will carry you away." 

t..f 11 But remember," said Vitkata. 11 You can't talk at all while flying. If you open 
your mouth, you will fall to the ground and die." 

11 I will keep my mouth shut," the tortoise promised. 
The birds took off flying while the turtle dangled from the stick. They hadn't 

5 
flown very far when some children below pointed up at them. 

11 Look, it's a flying tortoise," said one child. 11 How silly he looks!" 
All the children laughed. The tortoise did not like getting laughed at. He 

opened his mouth to tell them to quit makir.igJ.un of him . .But as soon as he 
opened his mouth, he let go of the stick. The tortoise fell to the ground. The poor 
tortoise died because he didn't follow the birds' advice. 

The Moral of the Story: Pay attention to friendly advice. 
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Name: Fiction: Compare & Contrast - Q3:6 Date: 
Highlight the details that help you answer this week's questions. 

The Tortoise and the Birds, a tale from Africa 

I Long ago in Africa, there was a terrible drought. It did not rain for many 
months. Without rain, fruit trees and vegetable plants dried up. The animals had 
very little to eat. 

A tortoise noticed that the birds did not seem to be starving like all the other 
animals. He asked the birds, 11How do you stay well-fed while the rest of us are 
starving?" 
'2 At first, the birds wouldn't tell him their secret. 

11 l'm a very clever tortoise. I'm sure I can help you get even more food, if you 
tell me your secret," promised the tortoise. 

So, the birds agreed to tell him their secret. 
"Sky gods live above the clouds. We fly up to them, and they serve us a 

feast." 
3 "If you find a way to fly me up there, I can help. I can talk the sky gods into 

giving all of you more food," said the tortoise. 
Each bird plucked out some of its own feathers. They made the tortoise a pair 

of wings out their feathers so he could fly with them. He flew with the birds to the 
sky gods. His smooth, shiny shell gleamed in the sunlight. 

Before they went into the feast, the tortoise said, 11 Let us treat the feast like a 
very special occasion. We will all pick special names to honor the feast. That will 
impress the gods and they will give us more food." 
'-f So, the birds all picked new names. Then tortoise chose the name II All of 

you." 
When they went into the feast, the tortoise asked the sky gods, "Who is this 

wonderful food for?" 
"It's for all of you," replied a sky god. 
11 AII of you? Why, that is my name. So, this wonderful food must be for me," 

the tortoise said, slyly. Then he gobbled up all the best food. 
The birds realized the tortoise had tricked them. They took back all their 

feathers. 
s "But now I can't fly. How will I get home?" exclaimed the tortoise. 

"You will have to jump from the sky," said the crow. 
"Please, send a message to my wife," begged the tortoise. 11Ask her to lay out 

very soft things on the ground for me to land on." 
The eagle agreed to deliver his message. However, he was angry that the 

tortoise had tricked him. So, he didn't tell the tortoise's wife to put out soft things. 
He told her to put out very hard things. When the tortoise landed on them, his 

~ shell cracked in many places. His shell was no longer smooth and shiny. It was 
dull and rough. The tortoise's wife helped him glue his shell back together, but 
the cracks still showed. 

And that's why tortoises have rough shells that look cracked. 
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F ti 1c on: Comoare 

Monday 
Based on the titles, how are these two stories 

different? 

Read the story from India. What problem are 
the animals having In the beglnnlng? 

What plan did the geese come up with to 
carry the tortoise? 

Wednesday 
What name dld the tortoise choose for 

himself before the feast? 

' 

ln both stories, the birds come up with a plan 
to help the tortoise fly. How are the plans 

different In each story? 

ln the story from Africa, how did the Tortoise 
end up tricking the birds? 

& Contrast - Q3:6 

Tuesday 
Based on the story from India, what did the 

tortoise do to ruin the plan? 

What Is the central message, or moral, of the 
story from India? 

Read the story from Africa. Why did the birds 
share their secret with the tortoise? 

Thursday 
In both stories, the tortoise fell from the sky. 
How was thls part different In each story? 

Explain one way these stories are similar and 
one way these stories are different. 
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Name: Weeki Math Review- Q3:2 Date: 

Monda Tuesda Wednesda Thursda 
What is the largest number 410 is the same as 

I 
Write the number. 

you can make with 
How many tens are 

there in 800? 8, 9, and 6? ones 
18 ones tens 
9 tens hundreds 
2 hundreds 

Count forward by fives. Count forward by tens. Count forward by hundreds. Count forward by fives. 

35, __, __, -- 650, __, __, __ 741, __, __, __190, __, __, --

I have 6 nickels and 2 l have 4 dimes, 1 nickel, and I have 3 nickels and 2 I have 1 quarter and 4 
dimes. How much is this? nickels. How much is this?pennies. How much is this? 5 pennies. How much is 

this? 

Compare the numbers using Order the numbers from Compare the numbers using Order the numbers from 
greatest to least. least to greatest.><= ><= 

384 284 584 938 945 9037450739 1190109 

Solve. Solve. Solve. Solve. 
7+11= 17-3= _ 5+8= _ 6+6= 15 + 3= 15 - 13 = 9+7= 6+7= 
9-5= 11 + 8= 5+9= 5+3= 17-8 = 14 +4 = 3+4= 7+5= 
12 + 5 = 19-7= 0+7= 1+4= 9 + 11 = 18-18= 4+8= 8+3= _ 

Use a strategy to find the Use a strategy to find the Use a strategy to find the Use a strategy to find the 
sum of 177 + 315. Show sum of 64 + 31. Show your sum of 528 - 349. Show sum of 33 - 25. Show your 
your work on the back. work on the back. -your-work·on the back. work on the back. 

There are 27 birds in a tree. The zoo has 75 pounds of Chris has 85 marbles in a There are 47 pages in 
38 more birds join them. meat for the tigers. They bag. He gives 23 to his Walter's book. He reads 29 
Suddenly, 20 birds fly away. feed the tigers 14 pounds of sister, and 17 to his brother. pages. How many more 
How many birds are there the meat. How many How many marbles does he pages are left to read? 
now? Show your work on pounds of meat do the tigers have left? Show your work Show your work on the 
the back. have left? Show your work on the back. back. 

on the back. 

What time is it? What time is it? What time is it? What time is it? 
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Mly Work 
Monday Tuesday 

Wednesday Thursday 

Ct 

M1Y proQress 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 

# of questions # of questions # of questions # of questions 
# correct # correct # correct # correct 
I need more help I need more help I need more help I need more help 
with... with... with... with... 

CJ 
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